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LU OUNTRY CHRISTMAS 

Steve C s_fizbulous festive style 



22 PLEASURE TROVE 

This electric monograph 
from London-based 
designer Luke Edward 
Hall tantalises the 
reader with a glimpse 
into his often playful, 
nostalgic, charming and 
sophisticated realm. 
angusandrobertson. 

com.au 

20 AND THE WINNER IS ... Bhutan has been voted the 
number one country to visit in 2020 by global travel authority 
Lonely Planet. Add the new Six Senses Gangtey lodge to your 

list of stays. sixsenses.com; lonelyplanet.com 

13 PUDDING MAGIC Artist Tim 
Summerton has created the work 
Flame Trees to adorn the label of distiller 
Cameron Mackenzie's 2019 Australian 
Christmas Gin - a tipple infused with 
actual puddings made to his late mum's 
recipe. It's the festive season embodied 
in a bottle. fourpillarsgin.com.au 

15 GLASS ACT 

Distinguished by its 
unique and elongated 

form, mouth-blown 
glass is crafted to 
stunning effect in 

the 'Slab' wall sconce 
from Articolo, here 

in Drunken Emerald 
with a brass fitting. 

articololighting .com 

19 POT TO TROT 

I 

Industrial designer 

Unsworth are the 
dream duo behind a 
fresh range of ribbed 

terracotta pots, 
made in Morocco. 

gardenlife.com.au 

18 SUMMER STAPLES Invite high-energy colour 
and pattern into your embrace with luxe towels 

from Missoni Home. spenceandlyda.com.au 

16 RETURN OF AN ICON Raffles 
hotel in Singapore first opened in 1887 

and is part of the region's storied 
past. Tasked with spearheading the 

restoration of this grande dame, 
Champalimaud Design has specified 

pieces from the Janus et Cie collection 
to furnish the social spaces. 

raffles.com; janusetcie.com 
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SPY Christmas 

This page, from lop lef'l Outdoor wall lanterns, $1200/each, Miguel Meire lies Antiques. 
French jar planters, $599.95 each, from Thomson's Garden Centre, 'Maxwell' lanterns, 

$104/each, from Pottery Barn. Custom hanging daybed, stylist's own. Opposite page, 
from lef'l 'Arbour' armchairs, POA, and 'Capella' dining table, POA, all from Janus et Cie. 

Ralph Lauren 'Faded Peony' fruit bowl, $299, from Palmer & Penn. White vase, $145, 
from Orient House. Ralph Lauren 'Ralph's Paris' canape plates, $168/set of four, from 
Radford Furnishings, Ralph Lauren 'Garden Vine' large footed bowl, $300, and 'Faded 

Peony' Dutch creamer, $135, both from Palmer & Penn. Ralph Lauren 'Bailey' wine and 
cheese tote, $2573, from Laura Kincade. 'Maxwell' lantern, $269, from Pottery Barn. 

42 belle

A place for 
dining and 
relaxing 
outdoors 
switches 
from day to 
night with 
lanterns for 
entertaining 
after dark. 
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BELLE PROMOTION 

When it comes to updating your home and lifestyle, only the best will do 
- so here's a round-up of the latest and greatest products out there
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: CAROMA The new Elvire luxury bathroom collection blends beautiful sustainable Tasmanian timbers, innovative enamelled steel and sophisticated metal 
finishes. Elvire 'Progressive' Mixer, RRP $899, and Elvire 1200 wall basin and vanity, RRP $4999. coromo.com.ou 2 HARVEY NORMAN The adjustable 'Archer' 
outdoor sun lounge makes it easy to spend all day in the sun. Teak arm finishes and a sleek angular design combine to give this piece a modern touch, while 
attached wheels make for effortless movement. From $499. harveynorman.com.au ;'., KAY BY GLOSTER A broad curved backrest is the defining statement 
of the Kay outdoor furniture collection designed by Henrik Pedersen. Deliberately oversized and beautifully curved for comfort, Kay hugs you as you sit to 
offer exquisite comfort and shelter. coshliving.com.au ,l ROYAL OAK FLOORS The White Smoked board adds the earthy tones of the Australian landscape 
to interiors with a clean, light aesthetic. Resilient coatings and the durability of European oak underfoot adds up to a lifelong investment. royaloakfloors. 
com.au 5 GREGORY CROXFORD LIVING Armac Martin's MIX collection comes in 21 bespoke metal finishes and patinas. Meticulous attention to detail is 
taken in every piece crafted at our Birmingham, UK, factory. From $132. gregorycroxfordliving.com.ou 6 PARISI Loom bathroom furniture range is crafted in 
American black walnut veneer and inspired by the process of weaving cloth. Available in marble-top bathroom vanities, mirrors ond matching side cabinet, 
setting itself apart with its beautiful textured design. From $1200. parisi.com.au 1 AXOR With the choice of 16 polished or brushed surfaces and crowned 
with a plate made from an exclusive portfolio of materials, such as glass, metal, leather and marble, the Axor MyEdition tapware gives you the freedom to 
express your creativity in the bathroom. axor-design.com 6 PGH BRICKS Knowing your own tyle is an important step in choosing the perfect brick. Start 
your design ond building journey and take the quiz to find out which style you are! pghbricks.com.au/stylequiz-,; JANUS ET CIE 'Anotra', by Patricia Urquiola, 
is impressive in texture and form-infinitely liveable, yet a sophisticated celebration of handwoven construction techniques. From $6678.janusetcie.com 




